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TOKYO: A roster of Olympic robots that will do everything
from welcoming visitors to transporting javelins has been
unveiled as Tokyo works to showcase Japanese technology
at next year’s Summer Games. Japan hopes the 2020
Olympics will be a chance to put its tech sector back on the
map after years in which the country’s reputation as an
industry leader has flagged. Auto giant Toyota has a roster
of five robots with different roles to play, from cutesy ren-
ditions of the Olympic mascots to a staid transport bot.

Undoubtedly the most appealing are the toddler-sized
versions of the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic mas-
cots, the futuristic Miraitowa and Someity. Blue- or pink-
checked, with huge eyes and pointy ears, the mascot robots
have multiple joints and arms which can be remotely con-
trolled. And while the pint-sized pair can’t move or talk, a
camera inside their heads helps them interact with specta-
tors and athletes, said Tomohisa Moiradaira, an official
responsible for Tokyo 2020 robot development at Toyota.

“Thanks to the camera, the robots can recognize peo-
ple’s expressions and respond back,” he told reporters. “If
a person moves away it will look sad.” The mascot’s “feel-
ings” are reflected in its eyes: they can display hearts or
stars depending on emotions. Toyota has suggested the
mascot robots could welcome athletes and spectators, and
possibly help engage children with the Games.
Significantly less cute-but slightly more practical-is the
company’s Field Support Robot, a suitcase-sized automa-
ton on wheels that will help Olympic staff.

It is capable of following staff, while avoiding obstacles,
and can be loaded with items like javelins or discusses,
helping “reduce the amount of time needed to retrieve
items as well as reduce the amount of staff labour for
events”, Toyota said. Other offerings include robots
designed to support people in wheelchairs or deliver food
to spectators. For those who can’t attend the Games,
there’s the T-TR1, effectively a human-sized narrow screen
on wheels equipped with a camera.

Stay at home
Japan’s famously diligent workers spend more hours at

the office than employees in almost any other country. But
to avoid traffic chaos at next year’s Olympics, authorities
have a message: stay home. Hundreds of thousands of
people are expected to attend Olympic and Paralympic
events in Tokyo during the 2020 Games, putting additional
strain on the city’s already notoriously crowded commuter
routes. Officials also hope that promoting working from

home during the Games will encourage a more easy-going
approach in a country known for its cases of ‘karoshi’, or
death from overwork. “We are expecting... up to 920,000
spectators and Olympic staff members a day,” said Kasumi
Yamasaki, who oversees transport issues for the Games at
the Tokyo Metropolitan Government.

Experts expect a 10 percent rise in passengers on
trains, and a 20 percent increase in express highway users,
which could result in lengthy delays and even dangerous
crowding. Railway operators are planning to put more
trains into service but “railway transportation is already at
full capacity during the rush hours from 7 to 9am”,
Yamasaki told AFP.

On July 22, one year before the Games, Tokyo rolled out
a month-long “Telework Days” campaign, with govern-
ment offices and private business committing to avoiding
peak commuting hours. Nearly 3,000 companies including
auto giant Toyota and trading house Sumitomo Corp. are
taking part. The concept isn’t entirely unfamiliar in Japan,
where the government has been urging employers to be
more flexible, hoping to help parents and others caring for
elderly relatives to better balance their work and home
responsibilities.

‘Stress-free lifestyle’
The efforts have run up against various obstacles, said

Kanako Nakayama, an internal affairs ministry official in
charge of telework. “Concerns over the security of sensi-
tive information, the difficulty of controlling working con-
ditions, and the fact that corporate culture stresses the
importance of face-to-face communications have
deterred” some firms, she told AFP. Officials hope the cam-
paign will show firms that employees can actually “work
even more effectively” when they stay home, she added.
That has been Yoshie Midorikawa’s experience.

She starts her day by opening her laptop at home and
sending her colleagues a message on a smartphone app,
letting them know she is online after dropping her daugh-
ter at a nearby nursery. “You can save lots of time and
energy that would have been used for commuting, espe-
cially when trains are delayed or carriages are crowded,”
said Midorikawa, 42, a sales manager at technology firm
Kunai, Inc. “I can work effectively since you don’t have to
pick up telemarketer calls here,” she said in her quiet, neat
living room.

Experts and government officials hope that Olympic
efforts to expand telework might serve as something of a

legacy for the Games. Tokyo 2020 “is a chance to actively
introduce telework, which can create a stress-free
lifestyle,” said Azuma Taguchi, a professor of engineering
at Chuo University. He is among the loudest voices urging
authorities to take serious measures to tackle Olympic
traffic, warning of potentially “fatal congestion” in railway
stations if action is not taken.

Take a ‘workation’
Others also see the Olympics as a chance to break

existing work habits. “This is a chance to make telework a
legacy of the Games that will take root” in Japanese socie-
ty, Industry Minister Hiroshige Seko said in a recent forum

to promote flexible work. And some officials are hoping
that a more open-minded approach to work could encour-
age people to take “workations” - working remotely from
far-flung locations with attractive leisure options. 

Several towns have already used government subsidies
to build offices intended to attract people for temporary
“workations” or encourage companies to set up satellite
hubs. Shirahama, a small town in western Japan, now has
two business office buildings packed with workers. “We
made sales pitches to companies that we have beaches,
hot springs, and good access to an airport that connects
with Tokyo’s Haneda airport,” local official Masakatsu
Ogawa said. —Agencies  

Mascots, javelin carriers: Tokyo 
adds robots to Olympic roster

Isner beats Bublik for 
4th Newport ATP title 
NEW YORK: American John Isner captured his
fourth title at the ATP grass court tournament at
Newport, Rhode Island, on Sunday, beating
Alexander Bublik 7-6 (7/2), 6-3. Isner, who was side-
lined by a stress fracture in his left foot for three
months after reaching the Miami final in March, was
the top seed in the tournament that he also won in
2011, 2012 and 2017. 

Bublik, the seventh-seeded 22-year-old from
Kazakhstan who was playing in his first ATP final,
double-faulted on break point to fall behind 3-2 in the
second set, and that was the only opening the big-
serving Isner needed. The 34-year-old American -
who produced only a modest five aces but put 79
percent of his first serves in play - finished off the
match with a forehand winner even as he slipped on
the grass and sprawled forward.

He converted all three of his break points in the
game, including on match point when the Kazakh
failed in his bid to catch Isner out with an underarm
serve on the final point. While that didn’t pan out,
Isner urged Bublik to continue to pursue his “quirky”
game. “It was a lot of fun to play against you today,”
Isner told him. “You’re very quirky, but I mean that in
a very sincere way. You’re fantastic for the game and
we all hope you continue to have great results in the
future because guys like you are important to keep
tennis exciting.”

The towering American also had words of thanks
for his team, especially his physical therapist. “It’s not
easy keeping a guy like myself healthy,” said Isner,
who is slated to appear next week in Atlanta, Georgia,
in search of a sixth title in the BB&T Open. Bublik,
who has toiled largely on the ATP Challenger Tour, is
assured of reaching a career-high ATP ranking on
Monday, when he will break into the top 75 for the
first time. — AFP

TOKYO: Toyota Motor Corp demonstrates the T-HR3 humanoid robot which will be used during the Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games in Tokyo. — AFP 

Fearing Olympic chaos, Tokyo tells workers - stay home

GAZOO Racing’s
Lexus LC triumphs 
in SP-PRO class 
NURBURGRING: Demonstrating its racing prowess on
one of the world’s most demanding circuits, the No 56GR
Lexus LC claimed first position in the SP-PRO1 class at
the 24 Hours of Nurburgring endurance race recently in
Germany. The result marks the second year in which the
Lexus LC has triumphed in its class at Nurburgring, fol-
lowing its impressive debut performance in 2018. Driven
by Takeshi Tsuchiya, Takamitsu Matsui, Naoya Gamo, and
Yuichi Nakayama, the No 56GR Lexus LC emerged in the
top qualifying group, and started from 35th place overall
on the grid among a line-up of 158 cars. 

The weather had cleared following a sudden thunder-
storm during the first qualifying session, yet high tempera-
tures brought on severe conditions for both the cars and
their drivers. After a solid start, the No 56GR Lexus LC
continued running well despite challenging conditions, and

maintained a position of 30th overall. While a prolonged
pit stop after around eight hours resulted in the vehicle
losing ground in the overall standings, the team held their
ground to finish the race in first place in the SP-PRO class.

Toshiyuki Sekiya, Lexus LC Chief Mechanic, GAZOO
Racing, said: “We took measures to improve reliability this
year since we stayed in the pit for a long-time last year.
Nurburgring is always a tough race for us. I am happy that
we spent a lot of time with the mechanics and I witnessed
a lot of growth and teamwork. Thank you.” Commenting
on the race, Yugo Miyamoto, Chief Representative of
Middle East & Central Asia Representative Office, Toyota
Motor Corporation, said: “We are proud of our team’s
achievement in this challenging event for a second consec-
utive year.

The Lexus LC gave an outstanding performance at this
year’s 24 Hours of Nurburgring, a place that tests the
strength and capabilities of the GAZOO Racing team and
its vehicles. We will continue to build upon everything we
have learned through our participation in motorsport to
develop vehicles with brave design and exhilarating per-
formance. I would like to thank our fans for continuously
inspiring us to push the boundaries in our drive to create
Amazing Experiences.” 

The 24 Hours of Nurburgring event is known as one of

the world’s most demanding races, and is considered the
ultimate test for cars and their drivers. The circuit features
170 corners of varying lengths and an uneven driving sur-
face, and resembles a winding mountain road. As a day-
long endurance race, the 24 Hours of Nurburgring gives
manufacturers the chance to push vehicles to their limits
for an extended period and gain valuable insights on their
performance under challenging real-world conditions.

Over the years, Lexus has been participating in many
different forms of motorsport, including the World
Endurance Championship (WEC), FIA GT3 Championship,
Super GT Series, and Nurburgring 24 Hours endurance
race. Lexus’ participation in these events was overseen by
separate entities within the company until April 2015,
when the parent company established GAZOO Racing, to
consolidate all of its motorsport activities under one in-
house brand. 

Representing the company’s belief that ‘the roads build
the people, and the people build the cars,’ GR highlights
the role of motorsport as a fundamental pillar of Toyota’s
commitment to making ‘ever-better’ cars. Harnessing years
of experience gained under the extreme conditions of var-
ious motorsport events, GR aims to forge new technolo-
gies and solutions that bring the freedom, adventure, and
joy of driving to everyone. 

Solo swim: Italian 
does 3 heats after 
start malfunction
GWANGJU: An Italian swimmer was forced to make three
attempts to complete a world championship backstroke
heat after a string of malfunctions with the starting equip-
ment. Simone Sabbioni, a national record-holder, slipped
at the start when his wedge, the angled block swimmers
use to push off, gave way, causing him to come to an
abrupt halt as his rivals splashed down the pool.

Sabbioni, 22, was told he could race again - this time
alone - but the device failed for a second time, submerging
him again. “It’s just unbelievable this kind of thing can hap-
pen at the world championships,” he told AFP. Sabbioni -
who eventually got away cleanly at the third attempt -
squeezed into one of the last qualifying spots with a time
of 53.85 seconds, spurred on by a roaring crowd.

“I’m happy because I got through to the semi-finals but
it really wasn’t easy in these kind of conditions,” he said.
Sabbioni wasn’t the only athlete to encounter problems at
the starting line. Minutes earlier Dylan Carter of Trinidad
and Tobago also suffered issues with his block and, after a
protest by his coach, was granted the same opportunity for
a second lonely swim. “The first time the wedge slipped out
the notch so it was a mechanical fault,” he said. “But we
knew that I had the capability to be in the semi so my coach
protested because it’s happened to a lot of athletes.” —AFP


